masking, specifically, the role of spatial attention. We hypothesized that in a 23 situation with IM background sound 1) attention to speech recruits lateral frontal 24 cortex (LFCx), and 2) LFCx activity varies with direction of spatial attention. Using 25 functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), we assessed LFCx activity 26 bilaterally in normal-hearing listeners. In experiment 1, two talkers were 27 simultaneously presented. Listeners either attended to the target talker (speech 28 task) or they listened passively to an unintelligible, scrambled version of the 29 acoustic mixture (control task). Target In two experiments, we tested rapid-serial auditory presentation stimuli 92 presented with a right-leading ITD of 500 μs (spatially separated configuration). In 208 experiment 2, we also tested a spatially co-located configuration, where both the 209 target and the masker had 0 μs ITD. In experiment 1, the broadband root means 210 square values of the stimuli were equated at 59 dBA, then randomly roved from 53 211 to 65 dBA, resulting in broadband signal-to-noise ratios from -6 to 6 dB, so that 212 listeners could not rely on level cues to detect the target. In order to remove level 213 cues entirely, giving spatial cues even more potential strength for helping the 214 listener attend to the target, in experiment 2, we made the target and masker 215 equally loud. In experiment 2, both target and masker were presented at 59 dBA. 216
Unfortunately, due to a programming error, listeners' responses were inaccurately 217 recorded during the auditory tasks of experiments 1 and 2 and are thus not 218 reported here. During pilot testing with the tested stimulus parameters (not shown 219 here), speech detection performance was 90% correct or better across all 220 conditions. 221
In the active task, stimuli consisted of two concurrent rapid serial streams of 222 spoken words. Speech utterances were chosen from a closed-set corpus ( In the passive task, we simultaneously presented two streams of 243 concatenated scrambled speech tokens that were processed to be unintelligible. 244 Stimuli in the passive task were derived from the stimuli in the active task. 245
Specifically, using an algorithm by Ellis (2010) unprocessed speech tokens were 246 time-windowed into snippets of 25 ms duration, with 50 % temporal overlap 247 between consecutive time-steps. Using a bank of 64 GammaTone filters with 248 center frequencies that were spaced linearly along the human Equivalent 249 Rectangular Bandwidth scale (ERB, Patterson and Holdsworth, 1996) and that 250 had bandwidths of 1.5 ERB, the time-windowed snippets were bandpass filtered. 251
Within each of the 64 frequency bands, the bandpass-filtered time-windowed 252 snippets were permutated with a Gaussian probability distribution over a radius of 253 250 ms, and added back together, constructing scrambled tokens of speech. 254
Thus, the scrambled speech tokens had similar magnitude spectra and similar 255 temporal-fine structure characteristics as the original speech utterances, giving 256 them speech-like perceptual qualities. However, because the sequence of the 257 acoustic snippets was shuffled, the scrambled speech was unintelligible. 258
Furthermore, the passive differed from the active task in that the handheld 259 response vibrated randomly between 3 and 5 times during each block. Listeners 260 were instructed to passively listen to the sounds and press the right trigger button 261 on the handheld response interface each time the interface vibrated, ensuring that 262 the listener stayed engaged in this task. Listeners need to correctly detect at least 263 2 out of 3 vibrations, otherwise they were excluded from the study. 264
In the active task of experiment 1, target and masker differed in both voice 265 pitch and perceived spatial direction, and listeners could use either cue to direct 266 their attention to the target voice. Experiment 2 further assessed the role of spatial 267 attention in two active tasks. The first task ("spatial cues") was identical to the 268 active condition of Experiment 1. The second task ("no spatial cues") used similar 269 stimuli as the active task in experiment 1, except that both sources had 0 μs ITD. 270
Thus, in experiment 2, each listener completed six blocks of an active listening 271 task that was identical to the active task in experiment 1 and six blocks of another 272 active listening task that was similar to the active task in experiment 1, except that 273 the spatial cues were removed. Blocks were randomly interleaved. Task reference functions were built from unit step functions as follows. In the 308 controlled breathing task, the reference function equaled 1 during the breath 309 holding time intervals, and 0 otherwise. Only one task regressor was used to 310 model the controlled breathing task. In the auditory tasks, two reference functions 311 were built, one for each task, and set to 1 for stimulus present, and 0 for stimulus 312 absent. 313
Statistical Analysis 314
To assess whether the HbO activation levels at each ROI differed from 0, 315 we applied two-sided Student's t-tests. 
RESULTS

322
Controlled Breathing Task 323 Figure 3 shows the HbO traces during the controlled breathing task for both 324 experiments 1 and 2, at each of the four ROIs. Two-sided Student's t-test on the β-325 values of the GLM revealed that at each ROI, the mean activation levels during 326 breath holding differed significantly from 0 [t(13) = -7, p < 0.001 at left tgPCS; 327 t(13) = -7, p < 0.001 at right tgPCS; t(13) = -6.5, p < 0.001 at left cIFS; t(13) = -7.5, 328 
